
     

 

PRESS RELEASE 

Italy1 Investment S.A. to merge with IVS Group Holding S.p.A. through  

a cross-border merger  

Possible relocation of Italy1 Investment S.A.’s registered office from Luxembourg to Italy 

 

 

Luxembourg March 2, 2012 – Italy1 Investment S.A. (“Italy1 ”), the first Special Purpose Acquisition 
Company listed on the Italian stock exchange, and IVS Group Holding S.p.A. (“IVS”) have today executed a 
merger agreement (the “Merger Agreement”) regarding the merger of IVS with and into Italy1 (the 
“Merger”), that will allow IVS to go public. 

IVS, headquartered in Seriate (Bergamo), is one of the leading foodservice operators in Italy and the largest 
group in the Italian vending machine sector. With over 40 years of experience, IVS is the only player able to 
provide national coverage of vending services throughout Italy, with 49 branches in the country. IVS has an 
installed base of over 139,000 vending machines serving over 14 million end consumers every year, being 
present in corporate offices, institutions and public places. IVS employs approximately 2,000 workers and 
has generated revenues and EBITDA of approximately Euro 280 million and Euro 60 million respectively in 
the financial period ending December 31, 2011.  As at December 31, 2011 the Net Financial Position of IVS 
was equal to approximately Euro 241 million, assuming that the IVS shareholder bond (amounting 
approximately to Euro 123 million) had already been converted into equity. 

IVS was co-founded by Cesare Cerea, historical leader of the Group (currently Chairman) and Pietro Gualdi 
(currently board member) in 1972. Mr. Cerea drove the innovation of the sector from “old-style coin-only 
drop” vending machines of the 1970s to innovative point-of-sales with a multiple selection of clearly visible 
products, stored at different temperatures and with different payment systems. 

Currently, IVS is entirely controlled by IVS Partecipazioni S.r.l., which is owned by managers of the IVS 
Group, none of whom controls IVS Partecipazioni S.r.l. 

The vending machine industry is a market which requires significant operational know-how as well as local 
scale and density. Long term underlying trends of changing consumer lifestyle are driving demand for 
convenience food and beverage offerings, for which vending machines represent a primary distribution 
channel. The consumer penetration and spending is expected to increase in the vending machine industry on 
the back of a widening product range and new categories.  

The vending machine market is relatively resilient and highly fragmented, serving a very broad and 
diversified customer base. IVS is a consolidator in the industry, having successfully conducted more than 60 
acquisitions since 2006. Today, in terms of revenues, IVS is the leading vending machine operator in Italy 
and the third largest player in Europe. IVS is recognized as one of the leading operators in the European 
market, in terms of innovation capabilities, organizational processes, logistical network (i.e. sophisticated 
real time control system for refilling and technical assistance) and customer services. 

The Merger provides IVS with access to substantial financial resources contributed by Italy1, which are 
aimed to fund the growth strategy in the Italian market, as well as to accelerate the development of the 
French and Spanish operations.  
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Through the Merger, the sole IVS shareholder will become the majority shareholder of the combined entity 
and has agreed to a two-year lock-up. The key management of IVS will become board members of Italy1 and 
will continue to manage the operational business. 

Today, the Board of Directors of Italy1 and IVS approved the Merger and granted powers to convene an 
extraordinary shareholders’ meeting in order to, inter alia: 

(i) resolve on the Merger; 

(ii) relocate Italy1’s registered office from Luxembourg to Italy conditional upon the approval of the 
Merger. 

 

Details of the Merger 

Italy1 is a company formed on 26 August 2010 under Luxembourg law for the purposes of carrying out an 
acquisition of one company or operating business with relevant operations in Italy through, inter alia, a 
merger transaction (the “Business Combination”).  

 

About the Business Combination 

The Business Combination is to be effected as a European Union cross-border merger pursuant to the 
applicable Luxembourg and Italian laws.  

By means of the Business Combination the parties intend to further strengthen IVS’ leadership in the Italian 
vending operators’ market through selected add-on acquisitions in Italy and abroad. IVS will continue to 
focus on delivering to its clients outstanding services and will invest additional resources in order to maintain 
operational best practice in the European vending operators’ market.  

The Business Combination is subject, inter alia, to the approval by the EGM of Italy1, which is currently 
planned to be held on April 12, 2012. In particular, pursuant to the Articles of Association and the applicable 
law, the EGM will validly deliberate on the resolutions related to the Business Combination only if (i) at 
least 50% of share capital is present or represented at the EGM and the relevant resolutions are approved by 
a majority of 2/3 of the votes cast and (ii) dissenting Market Shareholders have requested redemption for less 
than 35% of the Market Shares outstanding at the time of the EGM. 

Today, Italy1 has entered into irrevocable undertakings with certain committed shareholders who, in the 
aggregate, hold Market Shares in excess of 57% of Italy1 outstanding Market Shares, pursuant to which they 
have agreed to vote their Market Shares in favour of the Merger and related resolutions and/or not request 
redemption of their Market Shares.  

According to the Merger Agreement, further to conditions regarding respect of representation and warranties 
and absence of any material adverse effect, the Business Combination is subject to certain conditions, 
including: 

-  Maximum Redemption. Holders of thirty five percent (35%) or more of the outstanding class “A” 
shares of Italy1 shall not have notified Italy1 of their intention to exercise their rights to redeem their 
shares in accordance with Section 9.5 of the Articles of Association; 

-  Listing. The Merger Shares shall have been approved for listing on the Italian Stock Exchange 
(Professional Segment of the MIV market); 
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-   No mandatory tender offer. The CSSF shall have confirmed that neither the Business Combination nor 
the Shareholders’ Agreement oblige the Shareholder or any of its shareholders to launch a mandatory 
tender offer on all or part of the outstanding shares of Italy1. 

The Board of Directors of Italy1 and IVS have approved and signed today a joint merger plan to govern the 
Merger (the “Merger Plan”), as well as an explanatory memorandum setting forth the methods used for the 
calculation of the exchange ratio of the Merger (the “Explanatory Memorandum”).  

The Merger Plan, the Explanatory Memorandum as well as the other mandatory documents according to 
applicable Luxembourg and Italian laws and regulations will be available to the public within the terms 
provided for by the applicable laws thereof.  

 

The Merger consideration 

According to the Merger Plan, Italy1 will issue to IVS shareholders an aggregate number of class “A” shares 
(the “Merger Shares”), no par value, of Italy1 having the same rights as the class “A” shares of Italy1 
outstanding as of the date hereof (“Italy1 Market Shares”) equal to the quotient of (x) the product of (I) 
Euro 220,000,000 and (II) the aggregate number of shares of Italy1 Market Shares outstanding at closing 
(expressly excluding any shares of Italy1 Market Shares for which redemption for the Business Combination 
or for the relocation is validly requested) and (y) the amount of the available escrowed funds. The Merger 
Shares shall be entitled to all dividends or other distributions declared after the date of effectiveness of the 
Merger. 

 

Shareholders Agreement 

At the closing of the transaction, the Italy1 founding shareholders and the IVS shareholder (together, the 
“Shareholder Parties”) will enter into a shareholders’ agreement (the “Shareholders Agreement”), in the 
form attached to the Merger Agreement, in order to allow the Shareholder Parties (i) to organize their 
respective representation with respect to the governance of the Company, and (ii) to organize the possible 
transfer of all or part of their respective shareholdings with a view not to negatively impact the market 
conditions of the Market Shares.  

In particular, each of the Shareholder Parties has agreed to a lock-up period during which time they shall be 
restricted from transferring Market Shares of the Company to third parties. For the shareholder of IVS, the 
restricted period is 24 months following the completion of the Merger. The Founding Shareholders are 
subject to a lock-up period of 6 months with respect to the 1,250,000 Market Shares they are to receive upon 
the conversion of their Class B1 Shares upon the completion of the Merger.  

The IVS shareholder shall have the option to purchase from the founding shareholders part of their class B2 
and class B3 shares; furthermore, the IVS shareholder has agreed to purchase from the founding shareholders 
all the founding shareholders’ warrants. 

The Shareholders Agreement will become effective upon the closing of the Merger and receipt of an 
exemption by the CSSF from the obligation to launch a mandatory takeover bid. 

 

Expected timetable  

The expected timetable of the Merger and of the Business Combination is as follows: 
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March 2, 2012  Approval of the Business Combination including all related documents  

From March 5, 2012  Publication of the Proxy Statement and of the relevant Merger documents 

April 12, 2012  AGM and EGM of Italy1 and IVS. 

 

Details of the relocation of the Italy1’s registered office 

Italy1’s Board of Directors resolved to call the extraordinary shareholders’ meeting in order to transfer the 
legal seat of the Company from the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg to Italy with effective date one day after 
the effective date of the Merger and resulting change of name of Italy1 to IVS Group S.p.A. and with the 
restatement of the articles of association of Italy1 so as to make them comply with Italian law requirements, 
subject to the prior approval of the Business Combination. 

The extraordinary shareholders’ meeting will validly deliberate on the resolution concerning the transfer of 
the registered office to Italy only if 100% of its share capital will be present or represented at the EGM and 
the resolution will be adopted only if approved by 100% of the share capital. It is therefore possible that if 
the necessary quorum is not reached the registered office will remain in Luxembourg.  

It should be noted that if the necessary quorum and majority is reached the Business Combination may be 
approved even if the quorum and majority required for the Corporate Seat Relocation is not reached. 

*** 

Additional information regarding the Merger and the Business Combination as well as IVS operations and 
historical financial information will be contained in the proxy statement that will be made public and 
available on the websites www.ivsitalia.com and www.ita1invest.com, respectively, before or at the same 
time of publication of the notice of call for the Italy1 shareholders’ meeting. 

*** 

Banca IMI SpA acted as M&A advisor. Legal Advisors were: Chiomenti Studio Legale, Bonn Steichen & 
Partners (Italy1) and Negri-Clementi Studio Legale Associato (IVS). KPMG SpA provided the financial due 
diligence for Italy1. The Boston Consulting Group Srl provided the business due diligence for Italy1. Ernst 
& Young provided the financial and tax due diligence for IVS. Lazard & Co. Srl provided an independent 
valuation of IVS. Vitali, Romagnoli, Piccardi e Associati Studio Legale e Fiscale provided tax advise for 
Italy1. Equita SIM SpA is the corporate broker of Italy1.   

 

Contacts: Contacts: 

  

Riccardo Tessari  
Press office ITALY1 Investment S.A. 
 

RTCOm. 
comunicazione integrata 

Via Aniene, 14 - 00198 Roma 

www.rtcom.org 

T. centr. +39 06 97658193 

T. diret.  +39 06 97658194 

Mobile    +39 333 5994143 

tessari@rtcom.org 

Italy1 Investment S.A.  
Italy1 Investment S.A.  
info@ita1invest.com 
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